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CHANGES IN THE WORK ENVIRONMENT FOR CREATIVITY DURING DOWNSIZING
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This study examined the work environment for creativity at a large high-technology firm before, during, and after a major downsizing. Creativity and most creativity-supporting aspects of the perceived work environment declined significantly during the downsizing but increased modestly later; the opposite pattern was observed for creativity-undermining aspects. Stimulants and obstacles to creativity in the work environment mediated the effects of downsizing. These results suggest ways in which theories of organizational creativity can be expanded and ways in which the negative effects of downsizing might be avoided or alleviated.

A downsizing such as this one is always difficult for employees. But out of tough times can come strength, creativity and teamwork. [We are] fortunate to retain committed, hard-working and creative employees, who will find substantial motivation and fulfillment as we all work together in 1995 to achieve [our] turnaround. (From the letter to shareholders in the 1994 annual report of a United States software company)

Our strategy is to reduce operating costs to a level commensurate with projected sales levels. To accomplish this goal, we have implemented a number of tough cost-cutting measures, which include downsizing of the workforce, facilities and other operating costs. In addition to cutting costs, we are focusing on product innovation through our highly effective Research and Development team. (From the letter to shareholders in the 1996 annual report of an international electronics company)

American companies continued to downsize their workforces through most of the 1990s, but they also continued to emphasize the importance of innovation to long-term success. Do the two goals go hand-in-hand, as these letters to shareholders suggest, or are they incompatible?

As noted by McKinley and his colleagues (McKinley, 1993; Mone, McKinley, & Barker, 1998), there is considerable controversy among theorists about the effects of downsizing on a variety of organizational outcomes, including innovation. Most scholars have adopted a definition of downsizing similar to that of Freeman and Cameron (1993), describing it as an intentional management action involving a reduction in force and designed to improve a company's competitive position. Some theorists have taken the viewpoint expressed in the first letter to shareholders quoted earlier, arguing that a reduction in force will have generally positive effects on a company's efficiency, reducing waste and leading to a more productive allocation of resources (e.g., Jensen, 1986). However, others—most notably Cascio (1993)—have suggested that innovation will be likely to suffer during downsizing.

Innovation, generally defined as the implementation or adoption of new, useful ideas by people in organizations (Amabile, 1988, 1996; Van de Ven, 1986), depends on creativity—the generation of those new and useful ideas (Amabile, 1983a, Amabile, 1983b). This article focuses on creativity and, in particular, changes in the work environment for creativity during downsizing.

If indeed creativity is dampened during downsizing, the work environment may play a central role in this decline. In a theoretical model of the effects of layoffs on survivors, Brockner (1988) highlighted the importance of the work environ-
ment, which he referred to as context. Context encompasses all elements of the psychological climate of both the formal organization (policies and procedures) and the informal organization (values, norms, and interpersonal relationships). Brockner's research has shown that context can be important not only in affecting survivors' reactions to layoffs, but also in determining the impact of those reactions on job performance and other outcomes (e.g., Brockner, Davy, & Carter, 1985; Brockner, Greenberg, Brockner, Bortz, Davy, & Carter, 1986; Brockner, Grover, Reed, DeWitt, & O'Malley, 1987; Brockner, Wiesenfeld, Reed, Grover, & Martin, 1993).

Previous research has uncovered some common patterns of change in organizational work environments during downsizing. Organizations appear to undergo a deterioration of communication at many levels (Cascio, 1993; Dougherty & Bowman, 1995; Noer, 1993) during such periods, even though communication appears to be particularly important at these times (Rosenblatt, Rogers, & Nord, 1993). Similarly, downsizing organizations appear to suffer a deterioration of trust (Buch & Aldridge, 1991; Cascio, 1993) and an increase in fear (Buch et al., 1991). Organizations in decline (which include most organizations undergoing downsizing) are marked by a resistance to change and a tendency toward rigid behavior patterns (Cameron, Sutton, & Whetten, 1988). Finally, the work environments of downsizing organizations appear to be marked by high levels of uncertainty and chaos (Tombaugh & White, 1990).

How might such changes in the work environment come about? Threat-rigidity theory (Staw, Sandelands, & Dutton, 1981) directly addresses possible changes in organizational environments under negative circumstances such as those accompanying downsizing. The theory is concerned with situations of threat, defined as an external event or circumstance in which individuals, groups, or organizations perceive impending negative or harmful consequences for their vital interests. Clearly, this definition applies to most organizations that undertake downsizing; it certainly applies to the organization examined in the present study. Although threat is proposed to have conceptually similar effects on individuals, groups, and organizations, it is threat-rigidity theory's organizational level of analysis that is most relevant to a consideration of changes in work environments during downsizing.

According to this theory, under threatening conditions, organizations undergo a "mechanistic shift" (Staw et al., 1981: 516). They centralize control, conserve resources, restrict information flow, and rely on familiar, well-practiced routines. Under some conditions, when the organizational threat arises from relatively small, incremental changes, such effects can be useful. However, threat-rigidity theory implies that, under the types of radical changes that are likely to precede or accompany downsizing, the resulting effects will be dysfunctional. This position has received considerable empirical support, primarily from studies of organizational crisis (e.g., Billings, Milburn, & Shaalman, 1980; D'Aveni & MacMillan, 1990; Smart & Vertinsky, 1984; Tjosvold, 1984) and studies of centralization, efficiency, and resistance to change (e.g., Cameron, Whetten, & Kim, 1987; D'Aveni, 1989; Whetten, 1981).

Recent theories of organizational creativity stress the role of an organization's work environment in affecting creative behaviors of individuals and teams (Amabile, 1988; Woodman, Sawyer, & Griffin, 1993). According to the componential model of creativity and innovation in organizations (Amabile, 1988, 1997; Amabile, Conti, Coon, Lazenby, & Herron, 1996), five environmental components affect creativity: encouragement of creativity (which encompasses open information flow and support for new ideas at all levels of the organization, from top management, through immediate supervisors, to work groups); autonomy or freedom (autonomy in the day-to-day conduct of work; a sense of individual ownership of and control over work); resources (the materials, information, and general resources available for work); pressures (including both positive challenge and negative workload pressure); and organizational impediments to creativity (including conservatism and internal strife). As measured by the survey instrument KEYS: Assessing the Climate for Creativity (Amabile, 1996), the components fall into two general categories: stimulants to creativity (tapped by scales assessing organizational and supervisory encouragement, work group support, sufficient resources, and challenging work), and obstacles to creativity (tapped by scales assessing organizational impediments and workload pressure). In a study in a high-tech company (Amabile et al., 1996), R&D projects rated high in creativity had significantly different work environments (as measured by KEYS) from those projects rated low in creativity. The high-creativity projects were generally higher on work environment stimulants to creativity and lower on work environment obstacles to creativity. Thus, it appears that there is indeed a relationship between the work environment and the level of creativity produced by individuals in teams.

The mechanistic shift described in threat-rigidity
theory suggests consequential changes during downsizing in the aspects of the work environment that have been identified as important for creativity. Previous research on change in organizations undergoing downsizing, described above, also points to changes in creativity-relevant aspects of the work environment. Moreover, there is some evidence that creativity itself may decline during downsizing. Cascio (1993) concluded that downsizing survivors become narrow-minded and risk-averse. Other researchers have found evidence that members of organizations in decline exhibit a tendency toward rigid behavior patterns (Cameron et al., 1988). Given that risk-taking and flexibility in behavior are central to the generation of creative ideas, this evidence suggests that downsizing survivors will indeed be less creative in their work. The present study examined three hypotheses relevant to these proposed changes in work environments, and in creativity, as a function of downsizing.

Hypothesis 1. Creativity will decrease as a function of downsizing.

Hypothesis 2. The relationship between creativity and downsizing will be accounted for by decreases in work environment stimulants to creativity and increases in work environment obstacles to creativity.

METHODS

Design Overview

This study examined the work environment for creativity in a large high-technology firm before, during, and after a major downsizing. We assessed work environment and creativity by sampling independent groups of surviving employees at four points in time: baseline (predownsizing), wave 1 (middownsizing), wave 2 (official end of downsizing), and wave 3 (post-downsizing). Measures of downsizing were taken at three points in time: wave 1, wave 2, and wave 3. For exploratory purposes, we included a number of other measures and conducted semistructured interviews with survivors.

Some individuals in this company experienced considerable downsizing in their departments, some were spared, and a few actually experienced growth in their departments during the period studied. Therefore, the design allowed for examination of perceived work environment and various other outcomes as a function of the degree and type of downsizing change experienced. Downsizing was operationally defined through three measures of changes experienced by individuals in the organization; each of these changes is a common accompaniment of a downsizing of one's department or work group: recently experienced downsizing in one's own department (downsizing experienced), anticipation of future downsizing in one's own department (anticipated downsizing), and recent disruption of the stability of one's own work group (work group stability).

Research Setting

This study was conducted in a Fortune 500 high-technology company with over 30,000 employees that provided diversified electronics products to international markets. In the course of conducting an earlier study, we had obtained work environment assessments from a broad sample of the company's employees in January 1993. Approximately four months later, the chairman of the company announced that a major restructuring of the company was necessitated by disappointing corporate profitability and by a radical shift in the company's major market. Employees were told that the restructuring would be accompanied by downsizing the workforce by 12-15 percent. Additionally, they were told that this reduction in force was to be accomplished by successive waves of early retirement incentives, voluntary separation incentives, and involuntary layoffs. There was no announced standard procedure for determining layoffs.

In addition to the predownsizing baseline data collected in January 1993, we collected data in July 1994 (wave 1), when the downsizing was at about 60 percent of its stated target; in December 1994 (wave 2), just as the downsizing was reaching its previously announced completion; and in May 1995 (wave 3).

Each wave of data collection targeted a different random sample of employees. This between-subjects design was necessary because the company required that all questionnaires be anonymous, and because sample attrition due to employees leaving the company (either voluntarily or involuntarily) during the downsizing would have made it impossible for us to follow one group of people through all waves.

Respondents

A total of 754 employees participated in the study. There were 455 respondents to the baseline data collection (a 45.5 percent response rate); 102 at wave 1 (34%); 87 at wave 2 (29%); and 110 at wave 3 (37%). At waves 1, 2, and 3, respondents were asked to volunteer for interviews, and 83 were subsequently interviewed: 34 at wave 1, 23 at wave 2, and 26 at wave 3.
These volunteers were interviewed in 20-minute sessions either in person or via telephone, by one of four interviewers. To avoid biasing responses, the interviewers used the more neutral term “restructuring” rather than “downsizing.” The questions focused on changes experienced during the restructuring, perceptions of various aspects of the work environment, general motivational and social changes experienced or observed, and suggestions for management about the restructuring.

Instruments

Respondents in all phases of data collection completed the work environment survey KEYS: Assessing the Climate for Creativity (Amabile, 1995; Amabile, Burnside, & Gryskiewicz, 1995; Amabile & Gryskiewicz, 1989). In addition, respondents for waves 1, 2, and 3 completed a background questionnaire.

KEYS: Assessing the Climate for Creativity. The KEYS instrument is designed to assess factors in the work environment that influence creativity and innovation, according to previous theory and research (see Amabile, 1988, 1996). KEYS includes eight work environment scales (six stimulants to creativity and two obstacles to creativity) and two criterion scales (creativity and productivity). The 78-item inventory asks respondents to indicate the extent to which each statement describes their work environment. Thus, the instrument assesses respondents’ perceptions of specific stimulants and obstacles to creativity, as well as their perceptions of the actual creativity and productivity of the work being done (the criterion scales). KEYS has been shown to have satisfactory psychometric properties, in terms of both reliability and validity (Amabile et al., 1996).

The six stimulants to creativity scales, listed here with the major concepts they cover summarized in parentheses, are (1) organizational encouragement (15 items, Cronbach’s alpha [α] = .92; an organizational culture that encourages creativity through an active flow of ideas, the fair and constructive judgment of ideas, reward and recognition for creative work, mechanisms for developing new ideas, and a shared vision of what the organization is trying to do); (2) sufficient resources (6 items, α = .82; access to appropriate resources, including funds, materials, facilities, and information); (3) freedom (4 items, α = .69; freedom in deciding what work to do or how to do it; a sense of control over one’s work); (4) challenging work (5 items, α = .80; a sense of having to work hard on challenging tasks and important projects); (5) supervisory encouragement (11 items, α = .92; a supervisor who communicates effectively with the work group, serves as a good work model, sets goals appropriately, supports the work group, values individual contributions, and shows confidence in the work group); and (6) work group supports (8 items, α = .86; a diversely skilled work group in which people communicate well, are open to new ideas, constructively challenge each other’s ideas, trust and help each other, and feel committed to the work they are doing).

The two KEYS obstacles to creativity scales (again, listed with major concepts) are: (1) organizational impediments (12 items, α = .84; an organizational culture that impedes creativity through internal political problems, harsh criticism of new ideas, destructive internal competition, an avoidance of risk, and an overemphasis on the status quo) and (2) workload pressure (5 items, α = .77; extreme time pressures, unrealistic expectations for productivity, and distractions from creative work).

The two KEYS criterion scales (listed with major concepts) are: (1) creativity (6 items, α = .84; a creative and innovative organization or unit, where a great deal of creativity is called for and where people believe they actually produce creative work) and (2) productivity (6 items, α = .88; an efficient, effective, and productive organization or unit).

Background questionnaire. This questionnaire, created for the present study, obtained measures of changes experienced and anticipated during the downsizing, including (1) respondents’ numerical estimates of the percent changes in the sizes of their departments since the last data collection (downsizing experienced), (2) the anticipated percent changes in the sizes of their departments over the next year (anticipated downsizing), and (3) changes in the membership of their work groups since the last data collection (work group stability/disruption). The questionnaire also included a number of other exploratory measures, such as self-reported risk-taking and entrepreneurialism, perceived uncertainty and chaos, job satisfaction, morale, feelings, and likelihood of voluntary exit. The questions on the background questionnaire were derived in part from the existing literature on the effects of downsizing on employees (see Cascio, 1993).

RESULTS

Downsizing

Table 1 presents data on the reported downsizing changes. (Recall that comparable data were not collected at the baseline point, although the wave 1
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A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) comparing the criterion scales from the baseline, wave 1, wave 2, and wave 3 showed a significant multivariate effect and significant univariate effects for both the creativity and productivity scales (see Table 2). Univariate contrasts for creativity showed that it was significantly below baseline levels at all three later time points. Productivity was significantly below baseline at waves 1 and 2, but not at wave 3. Thus, Hypothesis 1 is supported: it appears that creativity did decline during the downsizing. Notably, changes in employees' assessments of creativity were much greater and more enduring than were changes in their assessments of productivity.

To obtain an additional and more objective measure of creativity and innovation, we attempted to secure month-by-month information on the number of invention disclosures and patent applications at the company for the years before, during, and after the downsizing announcement. Unfortunately, we were able to obtain only data aggregated by year for two of those years (the year during which the downsizing started in August and the following year, when the downsizing ended in December); thus, this information is only suggestive. The number of
employees decreased by 15 percent from the year during which the downsizing started through the year during which it ended, and the number of patent applications declined by about the same amount (12%). These percentages indicate that the number of patent applications per employee remained approximately constant during the downsizing. However, because of the long process required in submitting patent applications, this indicator of creative activity would be expected to show considerably lagged effects. By contrast, the number of invention disclosures submitted during a given period of time is a more immediate indicator of current technological invention. Importantly, invention disclosure submissions declined by a disproportionate 24 percent during the same period. In other words, per capita, people were producing fewer new ideas. These data provide some additional support for the conclusion that, indeed, declines in creativity accompanied the downsizing.

Although the MANOVA results demonstrated that declines in creativity accompanied downsizing, we also examined Hypothesis 1 more directly by determining the extent to which creativity declined as a function of downsizing. To this end, using data across all postbaseline waves, we regressed creativity on each of the three downsizing measures (downsizing experienced, anticipated downsizing, and work group stability). Two of the three measures (anticipated downsizing and work group stability) were significant predictors of creativity, and the overall regression equation was significant ($F_{3,288} = 4.04, p < .01, R^2 = .04$).

Many of the interviewees’ comments focused on how the downsizing limited creativity; for example, one employee said the following: "Before, creativity wasn’t promoted; now it’s promoted even less. People feel stifled. They don’t take risks because of the ramifications. They're worried about getting laid off." Another interviewee said this: "The quality of our work dropped, because the sense of pride declined. We were no longer really a team. Instead, everyone was trying to protect their job—to justify themselves by looking good. They're not focused on the work itself."

### Changes in the Work Environment

Table 3 presents work environment means on each of the KEYS work environment scales for the baseline and for waves 1, 2, and 3. Overall, the pattern is quite clear and consistent. All six KEYS environmental stimulants to creativity declined no-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freedom</td>
<td>2.93 (0.62)</td>
<td>2.76 (0.58)</td>
<td>2.80 (0.63)</td>
<td>2.97 (0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge</td>
<td>2.95 (0.65)</td>
<td>2.64 (0.61)</td>
<td>2.72 (0.64)</td>
<td>2.74 (0.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient resources</td>
<td>2.78 (0.58)</td>
<td>2.58 (0.57)</td>
<td>2.68 (0.61)</td>
<td>2.89 (0.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory encouragement</td>
<td>2.83 (0.73)</td>
<td>2.70 (0.60)</td>
<td>2.74 (0.68)</td>
<td>2.85 (0.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work group supports</td>
<td>3.07 (0.54)</td>
<td>2.71 (0.59)</td>
<td>2.95 (0.55)</td>
<td>2.92 (0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational encouragement</td>
<td>2.58 (0.60)</td>
<td>2.24 (0.54)</td>
<td>2.35 (0.52)</td>
<td>2.47 (0.62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Multivariate $F_{18, 2,118}$ = 4.87***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational impediments</td>
<td>2.25 (0.59)</td>
<td>2.44 (0.56)</td>
<td>2.27 (0.54)</td>
<td>2.18 (0.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload pressures</td>
<td>2.59 (0.61)</td>
<td>2.61 (0.63)</td>
<td>2.55 (0.56)</td>
<td>2.37 (0.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Multivariate $F_{6, 1,510}$ = 3.73**

---

*a Values shown are means and standard deviations (in parentheses). Means with the subscript "a" were significantly different ($p < .05$) from the baseline measure in a contrast test. The subscript "b" indicates marginal difference ($p < .10$) from the baseline. For the four data collections, $n = 455, 102, 87, and 110$, respectively.

*b The KEYS response scale ranges from 1, "never or almost never true of your current work environment," to 4, "always or almost always true of your current work environment." The reliabilities of the KEYS scales in this study were comparable to those published in the literature (Amabile et al., 1996). The median alphas were .88 for the baseline, .86 for wave 1, .85 for wave 2, and .85 for wave 3.

c The overall effect was significant at $p < .05$.

d The overall effect was significant at $p < .001$.

e The overall effect was significant at $p < .01$.

*** $p < .001$
tably from the baseline to wave 1. In contrast, the KEYS obstacle measure, organizational impediments, increased. These results support the Hypothesis 2 prediction that, during downsizing, work environment stimulants to creativity will decrease and work environment obstacles will increase. The trend seems to be slowly reversing, however, as one moves from wave 1 to waves 2 and 3; the creativity stimulants are increasing, and organizational impediments are declining. MANOVAs followed by univariate analyses of variance and simple contrasts confirmed these patterns (see Table 3). Interestingly, although two aspects of the work environment showed a significant improvement at wave 3 (there was a higher level of sufficient resources and a lower level of workload pressure), two other aspects (challenge and work group supports) showed a continuing significant depression of the work environment for creativity even five months after the downsizing ended.

The interviewees’ comments largely reinforced the view that the work environment deteriorated during the downsizing. For example, several commented on supervisor support; one interviewee stated this: “Supervisory support? None, zero—has gone from bad to worse. . . . They’re in limbo too.” Many described structural changes relating to uncertainty and chaos: “During and after the restructuring, there was frustration at the chaos of who moved into where, and what the new structure looked like. I no longer knew where to go to do what I needed to do. Many people had no idea where they themselves were in the new organization.” About an equal number of respondents mentioned social changes; often, these changes interfered with unit functioning: “The impact has been negative, in all respects. Communication is not as open and honest. Cooperation is politically based, not oriented toward the customer’s benefit. Trust within the group has deteriorated, because people are worried about their jobs.” Effects on personal functioning were rarely reported. But when they did occur, the circumstances were quite severe: “I’m very stressed and angry. My ulcer started acting up again recently, after 13 years. I thrive on good stress, but it’s all bad now” and “Our place is being shut down. . . . we’ve had two suicides here.”

Hypothesis 2 suggests that the relationship between downsizing and creativity is mediated (see Judd & Kenny, 1981) by such changes in the work environment. As noted earlier, two of the three downsizing measures (anticipated downsizing and work group stability) significantly predicted creativity. Additional regression analyses demonstrated that these same downsizing measures predicted both environmental stimulants ($F_{3, 286} = 8.44, p < .001$) and environmental obstacles ($F_{3, 288} = 4.33, p < .01$) to creativity. Furthermore, with the effects of both environmental stimulants ($\beta = .84, t = 18.10, p < .001$) and environmental obstacles ($\beta = .22, t = 4.79, p < .001$) on creativity controlled, these downsizing measures no longer significantly predicted creativity ($\Delta R^2 = .01, p > .25$). Thus, the effects of downsizing on creativity appear to be fully mediated by the work environment stimulants and obstacles to creativity.

In all of the regressions involving the downsizing measures, anticipated downsizing and work group stability played a more important role than downsizing experienced. The relative importance of the downsizing measures is highlighted by correlational patterns between those measures and several exploratory measures from the background questionnaire. Experienced departmental downsizing reported by respondents correlated significantly ($p < .05$) with only four measures: reports of perceived job security ($r = .19$), morale (self, $r = .14$, and coworkers, $r = .12$), and core capability of the unit ($r = .21$). By contrast, anticipated downsizing correlated significantly with several additional self-reported measures. Respondents who expected greater downsizing in their departments in the coming year reported lower levels of job satisfaction ($r = .17$), job security ($r = .37$), morale (self, $r = .23$, and coworkers, $r = .35$), and core capability of the unit ($r = .24$); they reported higher probabilities of voluntarily taking a job in another company in the same industry ($r = .20$) and higher probabilities of voluntarily leaving the industry altogether ($r = .26$).

Respondents whose work groups were less stable were significantly ($p < .05$) more likely to report higher levels of depression ($r = .17$), worry ($r = .13$), and guilt ($r = .20$), lower levels of happiness ($r = .13$), and a greater likelihood of leaving the company voluntarily ($r = .19$). Moreover, they reported significantly ($p < .05$) lower levels of entrepreneurial behavior on their teams ($r = .17$), less risk-taking ($r = .17$), lower job satisfaction ($r = .13$) and morale ($r = .18$), lower core capability in their units ($r = .16$), and less focus in their own work ($r = .14$).

**DISCUSSION**

This study suggests that the event of organizational downsizing is accompanied by negative changes in the work environment for creativity along several specific dimensions that have, in previous research (Amabile et al., 1996), been shown to play a particularly important role in project team creativity. As expected, this study also uncovered evidence that creativity itself diminishes during a
downsizing. Most importantly, however, the mediational analysis revealed that the relationship between downsizing and creativity can be largely accounted for by negative changes in an organization's work environment.

For the first time, a study has tracked the time course of work environment changes that accompany downsizing and has identified varying changes in different aspects of the work environment. Although Noer (1993) suggested that survivors may not recover from the negative effects of downsizing, our data suggest that the perceived work environment does improve to some extent. Perhaps, by wave 3, some people were beginning to accept the fact of ongoing change within this company, as Noer suggested people must do.

Unfortunately, although productivity and the work environment improved on many dimensions, creativity appeared to have still suffered, considerably, even several months after the downsizing ended. If, indeed, the creativity of individuals and teams continued to be depressed well beyond the end of the downsizing, and well beyond an apparent improvement in several aspects of the work environment, the product innovation future of this high-tech company could be in serious danger.

It is particularly interesting that actually experienced downsizing was a much weaker predictor of perceived work environment than was work group stability or anticipated downsizing; future research should focus particular attention on these aspects of downsizing. The work group stability results are largely consistent with the theory of the need to belong (Baumeister & Leary, 1995), which suggests that ongoing relational human bonds are a powerful, fundamental, and pervasive motive, having strong positive effects on emotional patterns and cognitive processes. The anticipated downsizing results suggest that, even if an employee's work unit has been decimated, the certainty of knowing that the process is over leads to a generally more positive work environment than the expectation of future downsizing in a currently intact unit. Consistent with affective forecasting theory (Gilbert, Pinel, Wilson, & Blumberg, 1997), the anticipation of the negative event may be less tolerable than the actual experience.

The results of this study suggest the possibility of adding a dynamic element to the componential model of organizational creativity (Amabile, 1988, 1996). In its current articulation, the componential model is static. It specifies relationships between the perceived work environment and creative behavior at any one point in time. It does not address the dynamics of change in the work environment. It does not specify how events and patterns of events occurring within organizations might lead individuals to perceive their work environments as creativity-supporting or creativity-undermining. What sorts of events give rise to such environments, and what sorts of events lead to change in those environments? If causality can be firmly established in future research, the relationships identified in the present study will begin to point toward an elaboration of the componential model by suggesting one class of events that may prove to have a particularly powerful effect on the work environment for creativity.

One promising avenue of research could be investigation of the mechanisms by which downsizing events, particularly anticipated downsizing and work group instability, might lead to degraded work environments. Threat-rigidity theory (Staw et al., 1981) could be especially helpful in guiding such investigations, because it directly addresses possible changes in organizational environments under negative circumstances such as those accompanying downsizing. Specifically, the following effects could be predicted: (1) a centralization of control would lead to perceptions of lower autonomy/freedom, (2) a conservation of resources would lead to perceptions of less sufficient resources, (3) restriction of information flow would lead to perceptions of less encouragement of creativity from the organization overall (organizational encouragement), from one's own supervisor (supervisory encouragement), and from one's work group (work group supports), and (4) reliance on familiar routines would lead to perceptions of more organizational impediments to creativity, through a generally greater conservatism. Future research testing these predictions derived from threat-rigidity theory could profitably expand the componential model of creativity by providing evidence of specific antecedents to the various work environment factors. Thus, researchers may begin to understand how downsizing and other organizational events bring about change in the perceived work environment for creativity.

Clearly, the conclusions that can be drawn from this study are limited. First, and perhaps most importantly, this study identified relationships, not causes. It is possible that something else was going on, at the same time as the downsizing, that led to some or all of the changes noted. For example, there may have been changes in the employee population from which we drew our four random samples, owing to the layoffs and resignations. Respondents for the four waves of data collection may have used different frames of reference to complete
the surveys. However, given that our results are consistent with previous theory and research on both creativity and downsizing, and given that the downsizing was the most notable change occurring in this organization during this time, our confidence in attributing these results to the downsizing is bolstered. Moreover, our correlational patterns and, in particular, our regression results suggest that it was indeed anticipated downsizing and downsizing-related changes in work group stability that accounted for many of the work environment changes.

There are other limitations. Because this study was conducted in only one company, conceptual replications in other organizations will be required before firm conclusions can be drawn. Moreover, the low response rate for wave 2 is of concern, even though the wave 2 results do generally fit within the trajectory from wave 1 through wave 3. In addition, results on the levels of downsizing and work group stability experienced must be interpreted cautiously, because they were obtained from self-reported measures and not from objective departmental data. Similarly, because the creativity measure was also based on self-reports, it would be desirable in future research to have additional external measures of creativity, such as the expert ratings used in earlier research linking the work environment to creativity (Amabile et al., 1996).

This study supports previous findings in several ways, but it also goes well beyond those findings. In the major previous empirical study of the possible impact of downsizing on innovation, Dougherty and Bowman (1995) examined changes at the organizational level—problem solving in product conceptualization, functional linkages, and strategic linkages across the organization they studied. In the present study, we examined changes through the experiences and perceptions of individuals working in project teams. We found disruption in innovation activities at this level, just as Dougherty and Bowman (1995) found them at the strategic level. In another empirical study, Tombaugh and White (1990) obtained findings similar to ours on work group disruptions. We have been able to go beyond these previous studies in both the scope of changes examined and the level of detail uncovered.

Importantly, our methodology embedded several advances recommended by previous downsizing researchers (e.g., Brockner, 1988; Tombaugh & White, 1990): the use of uncontaminated predownsizing baseline data, examining both “high-downsizing” environments and “low-downsizing” environments within a large company, examining the time course of changes during a downsizing, and collecting data on group-level variables, such as work group stability. Moreover, by using surveys assessing the current work environment at various points in time, we were able to avoid at least some of the retrospective biases that might have entered into many previous field studies of downsizing.

Given that there is considerable consistency within our results and between these results and previous research, it is possible to identify several implications for management practice. This advice is congruent with much of that given by other researchers and theorists (e.g., Caplan & Teese, 1997; Dougherty & Bowman, 1995; O’Neill & Lenn, 1995). First, and most obviously, it is important to do it right. Because the effects of downsizing on the work environment for creativity appear to be so consistently negative, managers must be sure that downsizing is a truly necessary course of action in the first place. Second, when it is not possible to maintain team stability, it may be helpful to undertake team-building efforts as soon as new groups are formed—especially if these are groups from which high levels of creativity are desired. Finally, organizational creativity will be less likely to suffer in a downsizing if the process is concluded in a timely manner and if a downsizing moratorium can be identified for some meaningful period of time afterward, thus minimizing the anticipation of downsizing.

After the mid-1990s, there was some suggestion in the business press that the downsizing trend was reversing. However, it is likely that, over time, economic circumstances will repeatedly trigger a series of corporate workforce contractions. Our study, along with the literature examining long-term economic outcomes (Cascio, 1993), suggests that corporate decision makers of the future should approach downsizing with great caution. The long-term negative effects of such actions on creativity and innovation may only retrigger the corporate woes that started the cycle in the first place.
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